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LETTER FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT
Dear Clients and Friends:
One of the most exciting changes I have seen in American industry over the last few
years is that many companies are re-designing their employee compensation systems.
As Performance Technologists, we have a great deal we can offer those designing new
compensation systems.
Two articles in this issue of our newsletter address performance technology and compensation systems. The first article discusses skill-based compensation, where
employees are paid based upon the skills they possess. This article is based upon some
work we have been doing.for.a large oil company.Jn Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.
The second article discusses some guidelines for designing incentive and bonus plans.
When performance technology concepts are applied in the design of these plans, they
are much more likely to produce sustained high levels of performance.

Consequences are the single biggest variable that impacts performance on the job. By extending our technology into the area of
compensation, we can have a major impact on performance. I am excited about the new developments in our field and hope we can
continue to expand our influence in organizations.

GETTING PAID FOR WHAT
YOU CANDO
In most pay grade systems for technical
people you get paid based upon your
level, and levels are mostly based upon
----number
of years on-the-job.Por.example,
you may start out making $9.00/hour as a
Junior Apprentice, and after fifteen years
become a Senior Craftsman, whose pay
is $ 18.00/hour.
Two major problems with this system are
that the criteria for advancing from one
level to the next are usually quite vague.
The second problem is that the company
may not be getting 100% more ROI on
the $ 18.00/hour person compared to the
$9.00/hour person.
Some of the more progressive companies
have implemented new systems whereby
you are paid based on the skills you have
(Continued on next page)

INCENTIVE AND BONUS PLANS
It used to be that the only people who got incentive pay were top executives and
salespeople. In recent years, employees at all levels are becoming eligible for incentive or bonus pay.
It would be nice if.we.Performance Technologists could-claim-responsibility for the
recent move toward contingent compensation, but I do not think we have had much to
do with it. The major reason for this shift in pay plans is a change in the marketplace
and business environment. The days of automatic pay raises of 5-10% per year for all
employees are numbered. In the past, employers simply passed on their higher labor
costs to their customers. This approach does not cut it in today's climate of intense
foreign and domestic competition. Companies must now get more value or results
from their employees before they can afford to increase their pay.

THE PROBLEM
The problem with this recent trend toward pay-for-performance is that many of these
systems have backfired, leading management to conclude that incentive systems do
not work.
One of the reasons many incentive systems fail is that most Compensation Managers
and HRD Directors do not know much about Performance Technology. Performance
(Continued on next page)
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that the company values. We have found
that performance technology is one of the
keys in designing an effective skill-based
pay system.

SKILL BASED PAY SYSTEM
In most skill-based pay systems, your
level or job grade is based on three
factors
• Time on the job
• Performance
• Qualifications/skills.
In order to assess skills, tests need to be
developed that accurately and fairly
assess employees. We recently completed
such a project for Alaska's Prudhoe Bay
oil field, where 1/3 of the oil used by the
U.S. is produced. The company wanted a
skill-based pay system for sixteen
different types of maintenance jobs.
Along with the environment and the
diversity of the maintenance jobs, which
varied from communications technicians
to diesel mechanics, the biggest challenge we faced was how to test knowledge and skills in a manner that was
accurate and easy to administer.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
Designing a skill-based compensation
system is similar to designing a training
program, except no training materials are
actually developed. As with most,
projects, we begin with a job analysis and
proceed by identifying all the tasks,
know ledge, and skills needed to perform
each job. We have found that the most
effective way of getting this data is to use
small group meetings with the attendees
being the people actually doing the jobs
being analyzed.

SORTING THE KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILLS
Once all the critical knowledge and skills
have been documented, the next task is to
sort them based upon criteria such as

(Continued on next page)

Technology offers some valuable guidelines regarding human behavior in organizations that are as important to consider when designing incentive systems, as they are
to designing training programs.

"The major reason for this shift in pay plans is a change in the
marketplace and business environment .... Companies must now get
more value or results from their employees before they can afford to
increase their pay. "
Beginning below are some rules for designing incentive systems that are derived from
the principles of Performance Technology.

RULE #1: GIVE EMPLOYEES AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN BIG
BONUSES RATHER THAN PAYING THEM BIG SALARIES
One of the big myths of employee compensation is that if you pay people high
salaries they will work to achieve peak performance. Research shows that high
salaries have nothing to do with good performance, however. A high salary is like a
guaranteed contract - the organization agrees to pay the employee a certain amount of
money regardless of his/her performance or the company's performance. If performance is bad enough, the employee may get fired, but this rarely occurs.
Business and industry should learn a lesson from professional sports and avoid
offering guaranteed contracts to any employee, regardless of rank.
Richard O'Brien and his associates at Hofstra University studied the performance of
major league baseball pitchers over a six year period. The conclusions of this study
which appear in a book titled, Industrial Behavior Modification, are that pitchers'
performance declines in all areas (e.g., ERA, wins, strikeouts, hits given up) once they
are put on multi-year mega-buck contracts. Other pitchers' performance continues to
improve, however, when their salary changes from season to season based on their
performance.

RULE #2: INCENTIVES SHOULD BE BASED ON INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP PERFORMANCE MEASURES
An incentive program that is based exclusively on individual or group performance
measures is doomed to failure. A program that rewards people for their individual
performance often creates a cut-throat environment where employees earn their
incentives by being fiercely competitive with their peers.
The other alternative, which is very popular, is a group incentive plan where each
employee receives a bonus based upon how well the company does as a whole,
regardless of each individual's contribution. This approach is not much better than
simply paying everyone a high salary - neither does much to improve performance.
The ideal incentive system is based on both individual and group performance
measures. This encourages each employee to achieve peak performance, but not at the
expense of others. A system such as this reinforces people for achieving their own
goals and for helping others achieve theirs.

(Continued on next page)
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RULE #3: BONUSES OR INCENTIVES SHOULD BE PAID AS OFTEN AS
POSSIBLE
The most prevalent practice for non-commission bonus or incentive plans is to pay
out at the end of the fiscal or calendar year. Annual bonuses require relatively little
administration effort and are an accepted practice for economic and practical reason.
From the point of view of the Performance Technologist, bonuses or incentives must
follow soon after the performance or behavior desired if they are to be effective.
Based upon research on positive reinforcement, employee incentives should be paid
as often as is practical. If bonus or incentive payments can only be made once a year,
employees should be able to earn points every month and at least track how well they
are doing throughout the year.

RULE #4: INCENTIVES SHOULD BE AWARDED BASED ON A CRITERION REFERENCED EVALUATION SYSTEM
We Performance Technologists have long been proponents of criterion-referenced
training. In other words, an absolute mastery standard should be established, and
everyone gets rewarded with an "A" or passing mark if they meet that criterion.
Grading on a curve is an outdated practice based upon the bell-shaped curve of normreferenced evaluation. The basic problem with this approach is that some people are
always losers because the standard changes based on how well the whole group does.
This same approach is used for employee incentive systems, and is just as unfair and
ridiculous as it is in training or education. For example, a division of Bank of America ranks employees against their peers, and divides them into five groups or levels
(A,B,C,D,E) based on their performance. The people who get placed in the "E" group
are given a deadline - if they do not improve they will be fired.
The two biggest problems with this approach is that there is no absolute standard for
getting an "A" and no matter how good performance gets, a percentage of the
employees will always be in the "E" group. A norm-referenced incentive system
punishes good group performance because the better the group does overall, the
harder it is to stay in the "A" or "B" categories.

RULE #5: BASE INCENTIVES ON PERFORMANCE OVER WHICH
EMPLOYEES HAVE CONTROL
This seems like a pretty basic rule, but it is amazing how many incentive plans are
-oase<1 on measures ovefwhich employeesnave very little control." If you want people to perform well, it is not enough to just pay them off for hitting
their goals. You must also give them the authority and control needed to manipulate
key variables in order to achieve those goals. That is not to say that you give everyone
carte blanche to get results however they see fit. There must always be some constraints on the methods used to achieve results. The key is to allow individuals
enough of a free hand so they can achieve performance goals using accepted methodologies.

CONCLUSIONS
Incentive pay plans are clearly the wave of the future and are likely to become even
r">. predominate in coming years. Performance Technologists can offer valuable assistance in this area by helping compensation managers to design systems that produce
peak performance. Although actually designing a good incentive system is much
more difficult than it first appears, the task will be easier if you follow the guidelines
contained herein.
Please drop us a note if you would like an expanded version of this article.

•
•
•
•

Physical difficulty
Mental difficulty
Value to the company
Consequences of inadequate performance.
Again, using the groups to rate each
knowledge/skill item, they can be sorted
into categories based upon the number of
pay grades in the system.

WRITING KNOWLEDGE AND
PERFORMANCE TESTS
The third step in the process is to write
the knowledge and skill tests that assess
whether or not a person has mastered
certain knowledge and skills. You have to
be a lot more careful here than when
writing tests to go with a typical training
program. People's pay is based upon
these tests, so they better be valid.
Having a thorough job analysis not only
allows you to write accurate test items, it
protects you from a legal standpoint,
should anyone challenge the validity of
the tests.
The tests focus on testing skills, but also
include paper and pencil knowledge tests.
The performance tests were simple and
conclusive. The technician had to
demonstrate each skill at the work site,
using actual equipment. An evaluator
used a checklist to monitor the performance and check-off whether each step in
the process was performed.

BUILDING THE SYSTEM
The fourth and last step is to design the
actual skill-based pay system. Hourly or
salary rates must be assigned to each
grade. You may also have levels within
the grades. For example, there may be
three levels within each of the full pay
grades. This is a good way to design the
system because people can see themselves progressing better; small shortterm goals promote better performance
than do high long-term goals.

(Continued on next page)

New Staff Members
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Svenson & Wallace, Inc.
welcomes Monica (Nikki)
Rinderer to our staff as a
new consultant. Nikki
previously worked with
our firm for two and a half
years and is now returning.
She brings a myriad of
talents, including technical
training, documentation,
and computer applications
programming.
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While working in Anchorage, Alaska on a current
project, Nikki developed a new talent: drawing
some of the local wildlife (See drawing to the
right).
We would also like to welcome two new members
to our office staff: Sarah Geiger and Rick Tuttle.
Sarah has a Bachelor's degree in elementary
education and Rick has a Bachelor's degree in
mathematics.
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GETTING PAID FOR WHAT YOU CAN DO
(Continued from page 3)

In designing the administration system, some of the questions that need to be
answered are
• How often can tests be taken?
• Can a test be taken more than once?
• Who will administer tests?
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After the administrative policies and procedures have been defmed, the final
step is to implement the new pay system. In most cases, employees prefer
skill-based pay systems. They have a great deal of control over how much
money they earn. Skill-based pay systems are also a great benefit to the
organization, because employees are only paid more if they are worth more
to the company. In fact, a study by the American Productivity Center and the
American Compensation Association reports that only 4 of the 55 major
companies that have implemented skill-l;l~mPj\Yb~y~ droppvd it. In othor
words, more than 90% of the companies who have tried skill-based pay have
stuck with it.

ASTD TECHNICAL TRAINING CONFERENCE
On November 30 - December 2, 1988 ASTD will hold its second annual
national conference on technical training in Indianapolis. Rod MacDonald
from ARCO Alaska, Inc. will be making a presentation with Ray Svenson
and Karen Wallace. The presentation will cover a compensation and training
system for maintenance technicians where their pay is based on their skills
and performance.

